
Zero Waste Beauty Bar
Fairly traded natural cosmetics
in a hygienic reusable system



ZERO WASTE BEAUTY BAR AND MORE ... 

Offer your customers a comprehensive range of certified natural cosmetics in a reusable system. 

• Exclusively 100% certified natural cosmetics with Fairtrade certified ingredients  
 and vegan formulations
• Very good price-performance ratio
• NEW: Visually appealing „FAIR SQUARED-Cosmetainer“ bulk containers, with which  
 you can meet the hygienic requirements for unpackaged cosmetics
• Covers most cosmetic applications of your customers
• Product and hygiene trainings as pdf-file for download
• NEW: Webshop with product passes and pictures for download at store.fairsquared.info
• Hotline for queries and suggestions
• Attractive supplementary assortment in the B2B webshop, such as cosmetic glass jars,  
 glass bottles, dosing pumps, spatulas, soap dishes or hair ties 
• 150 € minimum order value

OUR COSMETICS
 
• IS FREE FROM MINERAL OILS AND SILICONES
• IS MADE WITH FAIRTRADE CERTIFIED INGREDIENTS
• IS CERTIFIED BY THE VEGAN SOCIETY 
• IS CERTIFIED BY NATRUE
• HAS 100% PLASTIC-FREE FORMULAS AND JARS
• IS FILLED IN REUSABLE GLASS CONTAINERS

FAIR SQUARED IS A  
SUPPORTING MEMBER OF  

THE “VERBAND DER 
 UNVERPACKT LÄDEN E.V.”
WITH OVER 400 MEMBERS. 
FAIR SQUARED CAMPAIGNS  

FOR MANY YEARS FOR  
REUSABLE SYSTEMS IN  

COSMETICS AND NOT ONLY  
SUPPLIES UNPACKED SHOPS  

WITH BULK CONTAINERS,  
WHOSE PACKAGING REMAINS 

IN THE CYCLE.



SHAMPOO APRICOT

For a soft and effective cleaning
of soft, straight and shiny hair.
The Shampoo Apricot develops
its cleansing qualities without the 
addition of SLS (Sodium Laureth 
Sulfate) and parabens. Therefore 
it does not foam much as usual 
for natural cosmetics. Contains 
ingredients from fair trade.

2500 ML COSMETAINER 
ART.-NO.: 4910473  
EAN: 4260663810804

2500 ML COSMETAINER – FILLED

GDG BATH SALT APRICOT 

The Bath Salt Apricot cares for 
you with the gentle combination 
of precious apricot kernel oil and 
100% naturally pure salt. The 
irresistible fragrance gives the 
goddess in you a relaxing feel-
good moment.
2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910697
EAN: 4262358581624    

This high-yield intimate washing 
lotion is specially formulated to 
the natural pH value of the inti-
mate area for daily use. The mild 
and natural surfactants make the 
cleansing suitable for very sensi- 
tive skin and allergy sufferers.  
They prevent skin irritations and 
ensure a gentle and and supple 
skin. 
2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910488
EAN: 4260663810958

CONDITIONER APRICOT

The moisturizing conditioner with 
valuable apricot kernel oil makes 
your hair supple and soft. In ad-
dition, the contained green tea 
strengthens your hair and helps 
prevent split ends. After clean-
sing, the conditioner intensively 
moisturizes your hair without 
weighing it down. The result, a 
smoothed hair structure, more 
resilience and the wonderful 
fragrance of apricots.
2500 ML COSMETAINER,  
ART.-NO.: 4910686  
EAN: 4262358581501

WASHING LOTION INTIMATE PH 4.5SHOWER GEL LIME

Shower gel for dry or sensitive 
skin. Olive oil has been used for 
centuries to gently cleanse and 
moisturize the skin. Olive oil is 
rich in natural vitamins, minerals 
and essential fatty acids that can 
rejuvenate the skin with its anti- 
aging properties. Pampers your 
skin with a fresh scent of lime.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910477
EAN: 4260663810842

SHOWER GEL GREEN TEA

Pleasant fragrance, especially  
skin caring: our shower gel with 
rich olive oil and fairly traded 
green tea. The tea extract soot-
hes, refreshes and rejuvenates the 
skin. The olive oil moistu- 
rizes and nourishes the skin. A 
delicate, moisturizing care based 
on valuable plant ingredients.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910476
EAN: 4260663810835
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BODY BUTTER SHEA

For centuries shea butter has 
been one of the most important  
beauty products for women in 
Africa. Shea butter and olive  
oil are rich in natural vitamins, 
minerals, essential fatty acids 
and antioxidants that improve 
the skin rejuvenate through their 
anti-aging properties. Moisturizes 
and makes the skin smooth, soft 
and radiant.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910484
EAN: 4260663810910 

2500 ML COSMETAINER – FILLED
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BODY LOTION COCONUT

In addition to olive oil, this  
body lotion clearly focuses on 
fairly traded coconut oil. The  
oil is rich in natural vitamins, 
minerals, fatty acids and anti- 
oxidants, which soothe and  
rejuvenate the skin. The excel- 
lent properties are enhanced  
by a subtle natural scent of 
coconuts.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910492
EAN: 4260663810866

BODY LOTION VANILLA

On the basis of high-quality  
olive oil this body lotion richly 
nourishes the skin. A delicate 
scent vanilla fragrance and a 
long-lasting velvety skin feel  
after application. The fairly  
traded olive oil is ideally com- 
plemented by the addition of 
Fairtrade vanilla. A light body 
lotion for the normal skin type.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910482
EAN: 4260663810897

BODY LOTION LIME

This body lotion has a particu- 
larly light texture and is there- 
fore absorbed quickly. The result 
is a silky soft feeling on the skin 
with a refreshing fragrance of 
lime. The base is also based on 
fairly traded olive oil, which is 
known for its moisturizing pro- 
perties. Suitable for the normal 
skin type.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910481 
EAN: 4260663810880

BODY LOTION GREEN TEA

The mixture of olive oil and  
grape seed oil gives this body 
lotion a texture, which is easily  
absorbed by normal and sen- 
sitive skin and provides it with 
moisture and smoothness. The 
high quality oils are rich in natu-
ral vitamins, minerals, essential 
fatty acids and antioxidants, 
which can rejuvenate the skin 
rejuvenate through their anti- 
aging properties.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910493
EAN: 4260663810873



AFTER SUN LOTION GREEN TEA

The After Sun Lotion with green 
tea is a special care product for 
sensitive skin. After an extensive 
sunbath, the sun lotion moistu-
rises your skin and makes it soft 
and supple. The olive oil base 
has an intensive protective and 
moisturising effect on the skin. 
The fragrant green tea makes 
your skin smooth and supple and 
leaves it feeling refreshed. Not 
NATRUE certified.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910259
EAN: 4260365855561     

SUN LOTION APRICOT SPF 30

The vegan formula protects your 
skin from harmful UV rays. The 
fairly traded apricot kernel oil 
nourishes your skin and leaves  
it smelling summery. Regular use 
of the sun lotion can counteract 
light-induced skin ageing. The 
cream almost melts into your 
skin and provides the desired  
sun protection after application. 
Not NATRUE certified.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910636
EAN: 4260663810163         

HAND CREAM OLIVE

The Hand Cream Olive regene- 
rates dry, chapped hands and  
makes them supple. The rich  
cream provides long-lasting 
moisture and protects against 
premature aging of the skin.  
Easy to apply and absorbs very 
quickly.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910487
EAN: 4260663810941

HAND CREAM ALMOND 

The Sensitive version of our  
classic hand cream also con- 
tains Fairtrade olive oil from  
Palestine. The special feature  
is almond oil from fair trade  
production, which makes  
the hand cream particularly  
smooth for sensitive skin.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910495
EAN: 4260663810934

HAND CREAM APRICOT 

A hand cream that is quickly 
completely absorbed, is not 
greasy and nourishes both hands 
and nails. This hand care is a 
must-have for all those who 
do not want to do without the 
regular cream in between. The 
highly effective care formula with 
fair trade apricot kernel oil and 
natural olive oil provides your 
hands with plenty of moisture. 
The cuticles become soft and 
supple.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910687 
EAN: 4262358581518

FOOT BUTTER SHEA

Our natural and vegan foot 
butter is the ideal solution for 
anyone who wants soft and  
supple skin on their feet. It  
contains fairly traded shea  
butter and olive oil to provide 
plenty of moisture and rich care.

2500 ML COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4910677 
EAN: 4262358581419

2500 ML COSMETAINER – FILLED
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THIS IS HOW SIMPLE OUR CYCLE WORKS

You receive our cosmetics in 2500ml containers – the FAIR SQUARED Cosmetainers – hygienically 
packed. If required, we can offer you our special production “Lid mounted with dosing pump”  
(Art.-No. 4750284). If the container is empty, you send it back to us – at our cost – and you will 
receive a net refund of 5 Euro per container. We clean the containers and put them back into  
circulation.
 
For your customers, we offer various brewing glasses with plastic-free lids that ensure hygienic filling. 
We also take back these jars and bottles and reimburse you net € 0.30 per jar with lid. The amber 
jars are recycled as long as they are not damaged. 

PRODUCT CARBON FOOTPRINT (GLASS CONTAINER DISPOSABLE VS. REUSABLE)
 
We have had ClimatePartner evaluate the FAIR SQUARED closed-loop system on the basis of the 
Greenhouse Gas Protocol Product Life Cycle Accounting and Reporting Standard (GHG Protocol). 
(GHG Protocol). The result shows that glass containers from the FAIR SQUARED reusable cosmetics 
system, despite interhalf of the greenhouse gas emissions than those from a single-use system, in 
which customers dispose of their glass containers in waste glass.  

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM US

• You will receive product  and hygiene training for 
your employees.

• In addition to compliance with hygiene regulations 
the correct labeling of cosmetics is one of the duties 
of an unpackaged store. With our “FAIR SQUARED 
Beauty-Bar product labels” you can ensure compli-
ance with the legal requirements.

• We offer product data sheets, electronic informa-
tion flyers, conversion tables or product images for 
download.

• Our system is also suitable for out-of-home sale 
(schools, kindergartens, churches, companies or city 
councils of Fairtrade Towns).

• Our products have a shelf life of at least 2 years,  
before first use. After opening the products can be 
sold for 6 months. 
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JOIN IN AND AVOID WASTE.

1. PURCHASE AT THE UNPACKED STORE
2. TRANSPORT OF THE JARS HOME
3. JOY OF REUSABLE JARS
4. EMPTY JAR? RETURN IT TO THE STORE.
5. CLIMATE-NEUTRAL RETURN SHIPMENT AND  
 CLEANING OF THE GLASS JARS AT FAIR SQUARED
6. REFILLING ... AND THE CYCLE CONTINUES. 



EMPTY JARS & ACCESSORIES

EMPTY JARS WITH LIDS

Ideal for storing DIY cosmetics: You can also purchase  
all container sizes as empty jars with matching lids.

30 ML JAR, ART.-NO.: 4750218 (WITHOUT PICTURE)
60 ML JAR, ART.-NO.: 4750217
120 ML JAR, , ART.-NO.: 4750212
500 ML JAR, ART.-NO.: 4750248 (WITHOUT PICTURE)
30 ML BOTTLE, ART.-NO.: 4750215 (WITHOUT PICTURE)
100 ML BOTTLE, ART.-NO.: 4750192
250 ML BOTTLE, ART.-NO.: 4750213 (WITHOUT PICTURE)
500 ML BOTTLE, ART.-NO.: 4750195
1000 ML BOTTLE, ART.-NO.: 4750198 (WITHOUT PICTURE)
2500 ML COSMETAINER WITH LID, ART.-NO.: 4750244

DISPENSER PUMPS

For even more convenience in the bathroom, we now offer the  
reusable pump tops for our 500ml bottles. These can be screwed  
on instead of the lid and used again and again. 

FOR 30 ML GLASS BOTTLE, ART.-NO.: 4750216
FOR 100 ML GLASS BOTTLE, ART.-NO.: 4750219
FOR 250 ML GLASS BOTTLE, ART.-NO.: 4750250
FOR 500 ML GLASS BOTTLE, ART.-NO.: 4750199

SPRAY PUMP FOR 250 ML GLASS BOTTLE, ART.-NO.: 4750214

Oliver Gothe
gothe@ecoaction.de
+49 (0) 2234 9 29 66-11

WOODEN BEAUTY BAR

For our “ZERO WASTE Beauty Bar” we manufacture in Italy a high quality and sustainable  
furniture made of FSC certified wood. This can be ordered in our B2B store. Delivered flat, 
can be easily assembled within 10 minutes. This furniture is lent to you – when ordering 
our 2500ml bottles – for one year free of charge.

WIDTH: 70.4 CM, HEIGHT: 180.8 CM
DEPTH (BASE CABINET): 53.2 CM, DEPTH (SHELVES): 30.0 CM
ART.-NO.: 4750112, EAN: 4260663812419

Stephan Stavridis
stavridis@fairsquared.com
+49 (0) 2234 9 29 66-16

FAIR SQUARED GmbH
Hermann-H.-Gossen-Str. 4
D-50858 Köln (Cologne) 
Germany
T. +49 (0) 2234 9 29 66 00

info@fairsquared.com
www.fairsquared.com

@fairsquared_
facebook.com/FairSquared

For orders and detailed  
product information please 
visit the webshop for dealers. 
One-time registration and 
activation required. 

shop.fairsquared.info

OUR SPECIAL REFABRICATION:  
LID MOUNTED DOSING PUMP 
FOR THE COSMETAINER
ART.-NO.: 4750284  
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